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THE SCALYR ARCHITECTURE
IN TR O D U C TI O N
Scalyr’s architecture is optimized to thrive on messy data and chaos at scale. The objective of the architecture is to deliver the
best ratio of scale/performance/cost.

THIS PAPER DESCRIBES THE KEY ATTRIBUTES OF SCALYR’S EVENT DATA CLOUD ARCHITECTURE INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING:
Flexible and source-agnostic ingestion pipeline
Storage and compute layers that scale independently
Columnar database
Multi-tenant compute with horizontal scheduling
Native summary service including time series
Scalyr UI for analytics and event data analysis
Programmatic APIs which enable cloud services and custom applications to use Scalyr’s powerful analytics engine
The secret sauce is a combination of horizontal scheduling, massive multi-tenancy, parallelization, specialized algorithms, and
tuned heuristics which create a unique system that provides its users an order of magnitude reduction in both cost and
performance.
Scalyr’s service can be used in two ways. When used with the Scalyr front end UI, it provides a full featured log analytics and
observability service for incident management, alerts, metrics and dashboards. Additionally, the Scalyr event data cloud can be
used without the Scalyr UI, to power any analytics service or custom applications that use event data.

SCALYR ARCHITECTURE (FIGURE 1)
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Simplified, the architecture can be broken into three sections: Data Ingestion, Storage and Analytics, and the User Interface.
The system combines to form an Event Data Cloud, which can be consumed as a service, through APIs, to power other SaaS
analytics services and/or custom applications.

F L EX I BL E D ATA I NG E S TI O N
Structured, semi-structured and unstructured data is ingested from any digital system or service including cloud infrastructure,
containerized applications, traditional servers, IoT endpoints, and so forth. Event data is ingested through a variety of shippers,
queues, agents, distributed stream processing, and APIs.
The event data is parsed on ingestion and made available for query and inspection load, logs are available for search in under 1
second, with 90% below the 0.5 second mark.
https://resources.scalyr.com/hubfs/Whitepapers/wp-200TB-per-day.pdf
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Kafka: Scalyr has implemented a Kafka connector, and acts as a Kafka consumer to accept logs and provide a persistent
Kafka data store.
Other shippers: Scalyr accepts data from many shippers, such as LogStash, FluentD, and FluentBit.
The Scalyr Agent: Scalyr provides a Python agent to deliver logs to Scalyr. The agent, which commonly consumes only
2% CPU , compresses the logs to reduce traffic cost and traffic volume, redact sensitive information, and sample or
exclude high-volume/low value data. The agent has a plugin architecture and comes out-of-the-box with monitoring
for a variety of software packages and platforms including Kubernetes (see list below). See here for Scalyr Agent
https://app.scalyr.com/help/scalyr-agent#installation
https://app.scalyr.com/help/scalyr-agent#installation

documentation detail.
Scalyr ingestion APIs: APIs to upload raw or structured event logs.
A robust set of tools to ingest data allows migration to Scalyr with minimal disruption of
your existing data pipeline.
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THE SCALYR ECOSYSTEM IS REPRESENTED BELOW AND CAN BE EXPANDED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF OUR CUSTOMERS.
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S TO R A G E A N D ANAL YTI CS
The heart of the architecture is a vertically integrated and interdependent storage and compute cluster including; the columnar
database (backed by object storage), the compute and analytics engine, the summary service, management functions, and
programmatic APIs that allow access to and use of the event data and the analytic capabilities of the service. The result is a
fluid analytic environment, spanning exploratory analytics, metrics, monitoring and alerting services. Each element is
described further below.

1 . C O L U M N A R D A TA STR U C TU R E

Incoming data is parsed into columns on ingestion and made available for query and inspection in less than a second.
Parsing

Scalyr uses parsers to extract fields and inherent structure from incoming data. Scalyr provides parsers pre-built, as well
as a simple-to-use and powerful parsing tool to allow users to edit and review the parsed logs.
Columnar database
Each parsed data element is placed into its associated column. When executing a query, the analytics engine focuses on
the columns (ie: facets) and time span relevant to the query, to reduce the data volume scanned and accelerate query
performance. An extra column stores the raw log message, to support free-text search.
Volume and data spikes
Scalyr has proven its architecture to operate at 200TB /day of ingestion per customer. This is not the system’s upper
limit, and scaling above this can be accommodated with coordination between Scalyr and individual customers.
Data Dimensions
Efficiently support thousands of columns/dimensions
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2 . O B J E C T S T OR A G E

Scalyr stores event data in object storage for durability and low cost
Events are stored in encrypted, Scalyr-formatted data files typically covering 5 minutes of data. Each file has
accompanying metadata that is referenced in an ID service that enables the file to be located when a query needs it to be
moved back to the query engine. Because Scalyr does not use indexes, and because the ID service is independent of the
storage, there is never a need to re-shard or manage storage as required in index-based systems.
Scalyr reads files from the object store in an optimized, parallel process in which all instances in the cluster are used to
pull data from storage, if the data is not in the cache.
Data can be retained indefinitely.
Retention: Users maintain control of set data retention policies and can store the data long term in the cost-effective
object store (S3). Scalyr’s architecture does not distinguish between hot and cold storage, although recently received and
used data is cached in SSD for immediate access. There is no price penalty for all data remaining in ‘hot’ storage.

SECURITY IS EMBEDDED ACROSS THE FULL ARCHITECTURE.

Data is encrypted
at rest and in motion.

Data is carefully identified as
belonging to an account (and
within the account to Teams) to
ensure security and separation
of data.

As a redundant safety mechanism, each
individual value in the column store carries
an associated tag and is continually verified.

3 . C O M P U T E C LU STER A ND Q U ER Y ENG INE

Scalyr uses a compute cluster that scales based on demand and a unique horizontal scheduling method to improve
performance.
Data in storage is accessed by the cluster through parallel high speed network connections.
The query engine implements horizontal scheduling to provide users with an order of magnitude performance
improvement in analytical workloads.
Each incoming query has access to Scalyr’s entire compute cluster
Instead of managing many queries in parallel, and executing them slowly, the compute cluster executes one query at
a time, quickly. The overall workload is the same, but the user experience is vastly improved.
This is the same scheduling approach used by Google’s web search for near-instant search results.
96% of queries return in less than 1 second.
The massively multitenant cluster, combined with horizontal scheduling, accelerates complex queries in addition
to simple ones.
Processing and aggregation are distributed across the cluster
Specialized algorithms address prioritization to ensure large queries do not slow incident management and other real
time workloads (e.g. user queries take priority over batch jobs and are interleaved for processing)
Users can perform advanced analytics, multi-conditional searches, wildcard searches, and can pivot from facet-based
search to complex search operations, such as grouping, transformations, filtering and sorting, table lookups,
pipe expressions and joins.
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4 . S U M M A R Y S ER V IC E A ND TIME S ER IES DB

Scalyr calculates a materialized view of repetitive searches automatically to offload the query cluster and maintain metrics
and dashboards in the service. Users can pivot from logs to visualizations and back to logs as they explore query results
and reason on the data.
Materialized views are created automatically for repetitive searches, metrics and dashboards. The summary service
keeps the results current without consuming resources from the ad hoc query engine and scales to tens of thousands of
repetitive queries per customer, updated continuously in real time.
The summary service allows unlimited data dimensions and operates against high cardinality data sets, unlike
traditional time series databases. It supports complex processing, and is not limited to simple numeric / time series
queries.
Any metric that can be derived from the log/event data is provided free within the Scalyr service.
New metrics are provided with full historical context “on the fly”, based on the limit of the data retention policy.
Alerts can be based on arbitrary patterns in raw log data, as well as prepackaged metrics. Scalyr's summary service
scales to tens of thousands of alerts, unlike traditional log management solutions which must continually use expensive
core compute resources to evaluate each alert condition.
Alert notifications can be delivered outside Scalyr via integrations with PagerDuty, #Slack, email, and other means.

5 . M A N A G E M ENT A ND C O NFIG U R A TIO N

Management and configuration tools establish policies for data including:
Role definition and access permissions based on the roles (RBAC)
Data retention policies
Definition of Teams: people who share data, views, and budgets
Parsing tools
Integrate with SSO and SCIM systems such as Okta, Google, or Active Directory
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SCALYR UI

There are two ways to consume the event data analytics: through Scalyr’s UI or using APIs to power your application/service

S C A L YR F R O N T END

Scalyr offers a full-featured log analytics UI for incident management, root cause analysis, dashboards, alerting, and
observability use cases. Use a mouse to save searches; refine searches via facets, specific/change time ranges, pivot from
logs to metric views and back, compare search results over previous time intervals, and break down a search by attribute.
Or use Scalyr’s powerful yet simple query language to do complex analysis, joins, pipe expressions, and more.
Users can pivot from logs to visualizations and back to logs to explore query results and reason on the data. There are two
modes of use within Scalyr’s UI:

QUERY LANGUAGE

Point and Click
Use a mouse to save searches; refine searches via
facets, specific/change time ranges, pivot from logs
to metric views and back, compare search results
over previous time intervals, and break down a
search by attribute. See:https://app.scalyr.com/help/log-overview
Search Experience

The core of the search experience is the Scalyr
Query language. It is designed to be powerful, yet
simple and flexible. Power queries provide the
ability to do complex analysis, joins, pipe
expressions, and more.
https://app.scalyr.com/help/power-queries
See: Scalyr
Query Language and Power Queries

Users can pivot from logs to visualizations and back to logs without losing context. Tuned heuristics provide users a fast
path to answers and insights.

B U I L D I N G A N A P P U SING S C A LYR ’S FR O NT EN DBUI LDI N G AN APP USI N G SCALYR’S FRON T EN D

Scalyr’s architecture allows you to build your own applications using the analytics front end to monitor and alert on
infrastructure and services
The end-to-end workflow that begins with the agent and ends with an alert notification delivered through an external tool is
pictured below.
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A P IS T O P O W ER C U S TO M A P P LIC A TIO NS (EVEN T DAT A CLOUD AS AS SERVI CE)
Scalyr’s event data cloud operates as an analytics engine supporting digital applications and services that query, visualize,
and analyze event data at scale. In these scenarios, a cloud service or custom application will access the event data cloud
through programmatic APIs to invoke Scalyr’s high performance compute and storage infrastructure.
Scalyr’s UI can be used, in parallel, to monitor performance and perform log analytics on the end to end service if desired.

SCALYR EVENT DATA CLOUD
Columnar Nodes
Query Engines

Scalyr Agent
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UI
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DevOps

API

FluentD

Researcher

Custom
Solution
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EVENT CLOUD USE CASES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING

Analytics engine

Operates as the analytics engine under the hood of custom applications,
solutions or services to give fast results for ad hoc and repetitive analysis.
Typically replaces Elasticsearch.

Security Analytics
and SIEM

Allows SIEM, SOAR and other security analytics systems to use and search
event data at scale and with rapid response.

Kafka sink and sync

The event data store operates as a Kafka consumer and persistent store. Keep
event data for weeks, months, or years and search it on demand.
Soon, the event data store will also sync with the Kafka ecosystem, as a Kafka
producer, to feed the results of event data analysis into other applications.

AI/ML/BI

Feed artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms with event data from
digital systems. Use event data to understand product, service and business
trends, expand business and operational analytics, and feed visualization tools.

Single source of truth

Provides a single source of truth for event and operational data. The interactive
experience of analyzing complex data to find actionable results, combines with
programmatic APIs, to allow the data to be tapped and used for your
application.
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A R C HI TE C T U R E S U M MAR Y
Scalyr’s cloud native architecture is elegant in its power and simplicity, and finely tuned for event data’s unique attributes and
use cases.
The architecture is designed to maximize the optimization of three attributes which are often in tension: massive scale, high
performance, and low cost. Any one technology or solution can be designed to provide higher performance, lower cost, or more
scale. Scalyr’s architecture is designed to optimize the ratio of all three.

THE SECRET SAUCE CAN BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS:
A columnar database in which queries only need to scan the columns relevant to that query with no need to create, store,
or update indexes. Data can be retained long term with no re-index penalty and the system efficiently supports thousands
of columns/dimensions.
A massively-multitenant compute cluster with horizontal scheduling provides each query with access to the entire cluster
to vastly improve user experience and allow 96% of queries to complete in < 1 second.
Tuned heuristics and specialized algorithms address prioritization (e.g. user queries take priority over batch jobs) and
large queries.
Storage and compute scale horizontally and independently, and use autoscaling for query processing (and ingestion).
A summary service handles repetitive queries, maintains continuously updated materialized views, supports tens of
thousands of queries per customer and supports complex processing.
Taken in combination, the architecture provides a highly specialized system for operational analytics -- both ad hoc and
repetitive -- on high cardinality, high dimensionality event data. The whole system is designed for scale. It is purpose-built to
handle dynamic volume spikes, on demand, with no penalty, allowing engineers to design (and pay) for average volumes while
supporting the high water mark. The multi tenant architecture delivers a cost that is lower than ‘free’ open source offerings with
significantly higher performance. Because it is a cloud service, the maintenance, support, capacity planning and continual
enhancements are done by Scalyr’s engineers.
Data should be affordable to keep, easy to access, and fast to query and visualize. Scalyr rejects the idea that engineers should
be forced to make hard trade offs about what data to keep or toss, or predict what will be important in the future. Constraints
that impose data scarcity should be eliminated.
Other companies think this is impossible. Scalyr believes it is essential.
With the Scalyr architecture, scale is not a burden, it is a benefit to the system and all of its users. The gestalt of the architecture
is a network-effect: the more data and customers that use Scalyr, the faster and more affordable it is for everyone.

To learn more, or to start a free trial, please references the resources below or contact us
https://www.scalyr.com/apps
Begin Free Trial

https://scalyr.com/event-data-cloud/
Event Data Cloud
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https://www.scalyr.com/blog/searching-1tb-sec-systems-engineering-before-algorithms/
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A P P EN DI X
TRADITIONAL

TIME

TIME

HORIZONTAL SCHEDULING

SERVERS

SERVERS

Traditional systems allocate search workloads to a sub-set of compute resources. The time it takes to return a result is a
dependent variable based on that resource allocation (typically one server, or a few servers, for each query). This is a common
architecture used by most self-hosting and "multi-tenant" architectures that assign each customer / task to specific set of servers.
With horizontal scheduling, rather than allocating compute resources into small pools, each query uses the entire compute
cluster. Rather than processing n queries at a time, each on a subset of the total available compute resources, Scalyr quickly
processes one query at a time distributing the query over the entire cluster. The total amount of work to be done is the same in
each method, but the user experience is drastically improved with horizontal scheduling.
Scheduling heuristics, tuned over multiple years of operation, break up large queries and prioritize interactive queries over batch
operations to support the sub second response timesdocumented above.
In combination with the scalable, multi-tenant architecture, the result is that vast computing resources are available for every
query. This is similar to the approach that Google uses to provide instant web search to individual consumers. Horizontal
scheduling also frees customers from having to make their own allocation of compute instances estimating trade-offs between
performance and cost.
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